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Mobile Services on Aircraft 
 
E-Mail  
 
To  :           Richard Young 
                  Ofcom 
cc  : 
Date:        10th April 2006 
From:       Alan M Gordon,  
____________________________________________  
 
Dear Mr Young, 
 
Comments on the proposal to allow Mobile Services on Aircraft 
 
I do not mind any of my comments being published, or attributed to me. 
 
I am a Chartered Electrical Engineer and European Engineer.  I have worked in the Aircraft 
manufacturing industry and hold both an amateur and Marine VHF licence and therefore am able 
to comment with a small degree of knowledge, though now retired. 
 
My main thrust is to consider and minimise any interference with aircraft communications or flight 
instrumentation and controls.  To that end, should tests prove that free use of mobile phones 
causes, or might cause, such interference, I suggest the following:- 
 
1) Screen the passenger cabin , making it so some extent a Faraday Cage.  This might be done 
both cheaply and with minimal extra weight either with metal-loaded paint or by the use of metal 
foil.  The windows, or such of them as have a "View" of susceptible equipment, might be covered 
with a metallised film. 
 
2) Install a mobile phone repeater in the aircraft.  Ensure that its air-to-ground antenna is sighted 
to minimise interference with aircraft services.  Have all the passenger' mobile phones work 
through this repeater.  This would ensure that they used the minimum power necessary, 
minimising any direct radiation which might affect aircraft services. 
 
Now I realise that these suggestions may have a cost to the aircraft operator, but it is they who 
are asking for this facility and, as the Yorkshire people have it "Tha dussn't get owt fer nowt". 
 
For my own part, I do not object to mobile phones in public places but I could wish that the users 
would limit use to important matters or better yet, use texting, but I am so square that I am almost 
cubic and realise that I must live and let live.  I do, however, think that the passengers must obey 
the cabin staff if they are told they are being a nuisance to other passengers, particularly during 
the quiet hours. 
 
May I say that yourselves and CAA should consider whether the technical restrictions I mention 
are possible and reasonable, and if so, put them with force. 
 
[Eur Ing] Alan Gordon 


